APOBEC3s (A3s) are deoxycytidine deaminases that have important roles in mammalian innate immune responses. Members of this family catalyze the conversion of cytosine into uracil on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and restrict retroviral replication and endogenous retroelements. All A3 enzymes contain a homologous cytidine deaminase domain (CD) defined by a conserved zinc-coordinating motif (H-X-E-X~23--28~-P-C-X~2--4~-C). In primates including human, the A3 family includes seven members consisting of either one (A3A, A3C, A3H) or two CDs (A3B, A3D, A3F, A3G), with the two domains following the naming convention of CD1 and CD2 when counted from the N to C terminus. According to sequence consensus, these domains can be further classified into Z1 (A3A, A3B-CD2, A3G-CD2), Z2 (A3B-CD1, A3C, A3D-CD1, A3D-CD2, A3F-CD1, A3F-CD2, A3G-CD1) and Z3 (A3H)[@b1]. Current studies have shown that single-domain A3s and CD2s of double-domain A3s are catalytically active, specifically targeting on TC or CC dinucleotide hotspot, whereas the CD1s are inactive and are proposed to be involved in protein oligomerization and nucleic acid binding[@b2][@b3][@b4].

Among all the A3s, A3G is most known for being a potent restriction factor against HIV-1 (refs [@b5], [@b6]). A3G has been shown to incorporate into budding virions and introduces massive deamination on the minus-strand viral ssDNA during reverse transcription[@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9]. The N-terminal CD1 is essential for virion incorporation, a process thought to be achieved through CD1--CD1 oligomerization and RNA binding[@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13]. The CD1 is also considered important for ssDNA substrate binding and can greatly enhance the deamination efficiency, processivity and directionality of the full-length A3G[@b14][@b15]. In addition, the CD1 domain has been shown to bind to viral RNA directly and hinder reverse transcription, as a potential deamination-independent antiviral mechanism[@b16][@b17][@b18].

Nevertheless, the antiviral inhibition from A3G is counteracted by the HIV-1 protein Vif. Vif interacts with A3G-CD1 and recruits the components of the E3-ubiquitin ligase complex, including EloB, EloC, CBFβ and Cul5, leading to the degradation of A3G through the proteasomal pathway[@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24]. Although the detailed molecular interactions between A3G and Vif remain unclear, the most critical Vif-binding residues on A3G have been identified as DPD 128--130 between loop-7 and helix-4 (refs [@b25], [@b26], [@b27], [@b28], [@b29], [@b30], [@b31]), among which the residue D128 governs the species-specific Vif sensitivity in primates[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30]. In addition, other residues located on loop-1, loop-3 and loop-7 of an A3G-CD1 variant have been reported to interact with HIV-1 Vif[@b26][@b31][@b32].

Structures of the catalytically active single-domain A3A and A3C, as well as the CD2 domains of A3B, A3F and A3G have been solved by X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)[@b15][@b33][@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41]. Although all N-terminal CD1 domains belong to the Z2 subfamily, their distinct biochemical properties and conserved consensus sequences suggest that CD1 is a unique subgroup different from the rest of the A3 domains ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). So far, structural information of any CD1 domain is limited, mostly due to the difficulties in obtaining the soluble CD1 protein. A recently reported NMR structure of a human A3G-CD1 variant (A3G-sNTD) overcame the solubility issue by mutating 20% of the residues, yielding a mutant variant that no longer oligomerizes, interacts with RNA, nor gets degraded by Vif[@b32]. Therefore, the high-resolution structure of a fully-functional CD1 is still unresolved.

Here, we report the high-resolution (2 Å) crystal structure of a nearly wild-type (WT) A3G-CD1 from rhesus macaque (*Macaca mulatta*) (rA3G-CD1). Unlike the NMR structure of A3G-sNTD, the rA3G-CD1 structure is in a dimeric form. The interactions of this dimerization interface are important for nucleic acids binding, CD1 oligomerization, HIV-1 Vif-binding and Vif-mediated degradation. We have also determined the co-crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 bound to a poly-dT ssDNA that reveals the conformational changes of the loops and residues around the Zn-centre induced by DNA binding. These findings elucidate the structural basis for oligomerization and nucleic acid binding by A3G and offer insight into A3G--Vif interactions, which are valuable for future anti-HIV therapeutic development.

Results
=======

Soluble A3G-CD1 dimers after nucleic acid removal
-------------------------------------------------

Since the CD1 of human A3G (hA3G) has poor solubility in *Escherichia coli*, we examined the expression and solubility of multiple A3G homologues from primates, and found that rA3G-CD1 is more soluble than hA3G-CD1. After a systematic mutational test on different regions throughout the CD1 sequence, we found that replacing loop-8 of rA3G-CD1 with four residues from hA3G-CD2 (CQKRDGPH→AEAG, [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figs 1,2b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) further improved solubility. This rA3G-CD1 loop-8 mutant, referred to as rA3G-CD1 hereafter for simplicity, can be purified in large quantity. However, the purified rA3G-CD1 was initially found as high molecular weight (HMWt) aggregates that eluted in a broad peak from the Superose 6 size-exclusion chromatography ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This peak fraction had a high A260/280 ratio (1.81), suggesting it has significant nucleic acid content. Fractions from the HMWt peak were subsequently treated with polyethylenimine (PEI), which is commonly used to remove DNA/RNA from the bound protein complex[@b42]. The HMWt aggregates were dissociated and eluted as a single low molecular weight (LMWt) peak ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) that had an A260/280 ratio of 0.57, indicating that the protein is essentially nucleic acid free. Multi-angle light scattering (MALS) showed that the rA3G-CD1 fraction from the LMWt peak has a molecular weight of 46.5 kDa, indicating a dimer formation of the 23 kDa monomeric protein ([Supplementary Fig. 2a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, top).

We further characterized the biochemical properties of the purified rA3G-CD1. rA3G-CD1 showed no detectable deamination activity on ssDNA with CC or TC hotspots, whereas the catalytically active hA3G-CD2/rA3G-CD2 and hA3F-CD2 domains showed deamination products of CC and TC hotspots, respectively ([Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Nucleic acid binding by gel-shift assays showed that rA3G-CD1 generated discretely shifted bands of the protein--ssDNA or protein--RNA complexes ([Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas no shifted band of the protein--nucleic acid complex was detected for hA3G-CD2 at the comparable protein concentration range ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that rA3G-CD1 is catalytically inactive and has much higher binding affinity to ssDNA/RNA than hA3G-CD2.

Crystal structure of rA3G-CD1
-----------------------------

We obtained two crystal forms of the rA3G-CD1 protein under different crystallization conditions, and determined the structures to 2 Å (CD1-1) in one crystal form and 2.9 Å (CD1-2) in the other crystal form, each in different space groups and with different crystal packing interactions ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). However, these two structures are essentially the same, with a Cα r.m.s. deviation of about 0.54 Å ([Supplementary Fig. 2c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that the structures from the two different crystal forms, including the surface loops, are not affected by different crystal packing or buffer conditions. Therefore, the 2 Å high-resolution structure CD1-1 was used for structural analysis and comparison with other A3s, as similar results were also seen with the 2.9 Å resolution structure CD1-2.

The crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 has the same structural fold as other known A3 domain structures, which are all composed of six major α helices and five core β strands ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Superimpositions of the crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 with those of A3C[@b35], A3F-CD2 (refs [@b36], [@b37], [@b43]), A3G-CD2 (refs [@b15], [@b34]), A3B-CD2 (ref. [@b41]) and A3A[@b39] show an overall Cα r.m.s. deviations of 1.23 Å, 1.47/1.73/1.66 Å, 1.46/1.57 Å, 1.34 Å and 1.54 Å, respectively, indicating that rA3G-CD1 shares the conserved core structure of A3 family ([Supplementary Fig. 4a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The loop-3 of the Z1 group (A3G-CD2 and A3A) is much longer than that of the Z2 group (rA3G-CD1, A3C and A3F-CD2; [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the structure around the Zn-centre of rA3G-CD1, which has well-defined electron density for all the residues ([Supplementary Fig. 4b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), can be superimposed very well with those from the catalytically active hA3G-CD2 and all other available crystal structures of A3s ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that there is a strong structural conservation between the catalytically inactive CD1 and other active A3 domains (CD2s and single-domain A3A/A3C). For comparison, the superimposition of the rA3G-CD1 with one of the low energy models of the A3G-sNTD NMR structure[@b32] (overall Cα r.m.s. deviation of 2.89 Å) reveals marked differences of the Zn-centre conformation between A3G-sNTD and rA3G-CD1 (and hence other known A3 structures) ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), which probably resulted from the introduced loop-3 and α2 mutations in A3G-sNTD ([Supplementary Fig. 4d,e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This large deviation of the Zn-centre conformation between the A3G-sNTD NMR structure and other known A3 structures was also noted in the recent report[@b32].

Despite the close similarity of its core structure to other known A3 structures, rA3G-CD1 has a much more pronounced positively charged surface than any other A3 ([Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the theoretical isoelectric point (pI) of rA3G-CD1, which is calculated to be relatively high (pI 9.6), similar to hA3G-CD1 (pI 9.4) but very different from hA3G-CD2 (pI 5.81), A3G-sNTD (pI 7.0) and other previously solved A3s (pI 5.0--7.6). Interestingly, the positively charged residues of rA3G-CD1 are mainly distributed on one side of the molecule that is opposite the C terminus ([Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Three major positively charged patches are formed around β2-loop-3-α2-α3 (Patch 1), loop-1-loop-7-α6 (Patch 2) and N-α1-loop-10 (Patch 3), respectively ([Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A structure model of the closely related hA3G-CD1 based on rA3G-CD1 also shows similar surface charge features ([Supplementary Fig. 5b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the NMR structure of A3G-sNTD shows distinctly different surface charge and structural features when compared to rA3G-CD1 ([Supplementary Fig. 5c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Co-crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 in complex with ssDNA
------------------------------------------------------

As the CD1 domain is the major nucleic acid binding domain and has been shown to enhance the overall ssDNA binding and deaminase activity of full-length A3G, we screened for crystal formation of the rA3G-CD1 in complex with ssDNA oligonucleotides of various sequences. A co-crystal form was subsequently obtained in the presence of a 10 nt poly-dT substrate (CD1--dT~10~). The co-crystal of this CD1--dT~10~ complex has the same space group with similar cell dimensions as the apo crystal form of CD1-1 ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

In the co-crystal structure, we observed clear extra electron density within the pocket around the Zn-centre (Zn-centre pocket). The electron density corresponds to three residues of the bound poly-dT DNA, with defined density for one complete thymine residue (dT) and partially defined density for two flanking residues on its 5′ and 3′ ends ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 6a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The rest of the ssDNA has no well-defined electron density, likely because any binding to the protein outside the Zn-centre pocket is not very specific or stable.

Compared with the apo structure, the loop-1, loop-3, loop-5, loop-7, β1 and β2 regions around the Zn-centre pocket in the co-crystal structure all have significantly conformational changes ([Fig. 3b--f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 6b,c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), whereas the rest of rA3G-CD1 is essentially the same. The ssDNA binding around the Zn-centre generates a wide ∼300 Å^3^ pocket that is only about 100 Å^3^ in the apo structure ([Fig. 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Here, β1 and β2 have shifted away from the Zn-centre by ∼25°, allowing loop-1 and loop-3 to adopt more open conformations ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 6c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Interestingly, the loop-7 residue Y124 deep within the Zn-centre pocket has a major role in the binding of rA3G-CD1 to the inserted nucleotide: it seemingly works as a 'molecular switch\' to regulate the 'open\' (with ssDNA) and 'closed\' (without ssDNA) status of the Zn-centre pocket ([Fig. 3e,f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, a Y124A point mutation disrupted binding to both 10 nt poly-dT ssDNA ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Fig. 7a,c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and RNA ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Fig. 7d,f](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The loop-5 residue W94 near the bottom of the Zn-centre pocket, which is in the AID/APOBEC signature motif SWSPC ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, indicated by stars), flips ∼180° to stack directly with the inserted dT base ([Fig. 3c--e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The loop-3 residue Y59 forms a stacking interaction with the deoxyribose backbone at the −1 position on the 5′ end ([Fig. 3c--e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The residues S28 (on loop-1), H65 (the Zn-coordinating histidine), Y125 (on loop-7) and Y131 (at the beginning of α4) all form hydrogen bonds with the oligonucleotide phosphate backbone either directly or through mediation by water ([Fig. 3c,d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The K128 (on loop-7) also has electrostatic interactions with the phosphate backbone of the ssDNA ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). For the thymine base inserted into the Zn-centre pocket, the oxygen at C2 forms a hydrogen bond with the water molecule that coordinates with the Zn atom, and the nitrogen atom at C3 forms a hydrogen bond with S95 on loop-5 ([Fig. 3c,d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the residues F21, R24 and W34 around loop-1 and residue R122 at the beginning of loop-7, together with their associated loops, further show marked conformational changes upon binding to ssDNA ([Supplementary Fig. 6b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Collectively, the structure of rA3G-CD1 in complex with poly-dT reveals the conformational changes of the ssDNA-binding pocket around the Zn-centre and the detailed bonding interactions between the residues on loops 1, 3, 5 and 7 with ssDNA.

Identification of dimer interface of rA3G-CD1 in solution
---------------------------------------------------------

Since purified rA3G-CD1 exists primarily as a dimer in solution, we attempted to identify the dimerization interface. Examination of the monomer--monomer interfaces present in the two crystal forms revealed 10 molecular interfaces. Interestingly, only one interface is shared between the two different crystal forms ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), which has the largest contact surface area of ∼726 Å^2^ (compared to other non-shared interfaces ranging from 664 to 88 Å^2^), suggesting that this shared interface is the dimer interface. The interactions of this shared interface are mediated through residues coming from loop-7 and α6 of the two subunits, arranged in a tail--tail (or C--C terminus) configuration ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Several residues centred around L184 on α6 from each subunit pack with each other, while W127 on loop-7 of one CD1 subunit packs with the aliphatic side-chain of K180 on α6 of another CD1 subunit ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The loop-7 residue F126 is buried within the interfaces, forming the hydrophobic stacking interactions between loop-7 and α6 ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

To verify the dimerization interactions at this shared interface, we made a quadruple mutant containing F126Y, W127S, K180S, L184S (FWKL) within this interface. This FWKL mutant effectively converts the WT dimer (46.5 kDa) into a clean 27.1 kDa species that is close to the theoretical 23 kDa of a monomer ([Supplementary Fig. 2a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, bottom), demonstrating that this tail--tail interface is responsible for the dimer formation of rA3G-CD1. These FWKL residues are also conserved in hA3G-CD1, but not in either CD2 domain ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow-highlighted residues in [Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting the conservation of dimerization interface between rA3G-CD1 and hA3G-CD1. In addition, hA3G-CD1 has two more hydrophobic residues (I183 and I187) near the L184 on the α6--α6 interface, making this interface even more hydrophobic in hA3G than rA3G ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). A multiple sequence alignment reveals that these dimer interface residues are relatively conserved among the CD1 domains of A3B, A3F and A3D (yellow-highlighted residues in [Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting potentially similar, but non-identical dimerization interfaces across the CD1 domains of other double-domain A3s.

Dimer formation is important for nucleic acid binding
-----------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, the purified monomer FWKL mutant of rA3G-CD1 no longer formed HMWt aggregates and was purified as an LMWt form that was free of bound nucleic acids even without PEI treatment, suggesting that the dimerization of rA3G-CD1 is important for nucleic acid binding and the associated oligomerization. The formation of the rA3G-CD1 dimer merges the positively charged patch 2 ([Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) of the two CD1s and bridges the positively charged patch 1 and patch 3 on the same side of the dimer, generating a wide positively charged surface ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This expanded positively charged surface suggests that the dimer may have stronger interactions with the negatively charged nucleic acids than the monomer form. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) binding assays showed that the rA3G-CD1 WT dimer bound to the 10 nt poly-dT ssDNA and 10 nt RNA, whereas the FWKL mutant had no detectable binding to the same substrates ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Fig. 7a,b,d,e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). ITC assays with longer ssDNA and RNA substrates also showed clear differences in binding patterns and enthalpy changes between WT and the FWKL mutant. The binding data for these long oligonucleotides cannot fit into simple binding models, and may suggest multiple binding sites both on the longer DNA and RNA strands as well as on the proteins ([Supplementary Fig. 7g--l](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with the results of ITC, gel-shift assays showed that, unlike the discrete shifted bands of the ssDNA/RNA--protein complexes for WT ([Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), the FWKL mutant had only gradual changes on the band migration at high protein concentration range ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), further suggesting weak interactions of the mutant protein with nucleic acids. Interestingly, ITC showed that the stoichiometry of 10 nt RNA (*n*=0.83) is smaller than 10 nt poly-dT ssDNA (*n*=1.47), suggesting that the rA3G-CD1 may have a stronger binding to RNA than the ssDNA of the same length; this is consistent with what was observed in the gel-shift assays with 50 nt DNA/RNA ([Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Dimerization interactions critical to hA3G-Vif interaction
----------------------------------------------------------

A single K128D mutation on rA3G-CD1 has been shown to be sufficient to allow for degradation by HIV-1 Vif[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30]. We obtained the humanized K128D mutants of full-length (FL) WT rA3G and a FL mutant with the same loop-8 mutation as in the rA3G-CD1 structure (rA3G-lp8). Similar to hA3G, both FL rA3G K128D mutants are susceptible to HIV-1 Vif-mediated degradation ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, left panel), suggesting that rA3G and hA3G share the conserved Vif-binding interface except at the position of the residue 128 on CD1, and that the loop-8 mutation of rA3G-CD1 does not affect A3G--Vif interaction. Since the residues involved in dimerization of rA3G-CD1 are close to the critical D128 residue and are also conserved in hA3G-CD1 ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), we tested whether this dimerization interface is important for Vif-hA3G interaction inside cells using co-immunoprecipitation. We co-expressed HIV-1 Vif with FLAG-tagged hA3G WT, hA3G-D128K and a hA3G dimerization-deficient mutant (F126Y/W127S/K180A/I183A/L184A/I187A, refers as hA3G-6M) in HEK293T cells in the presence of MG132, which inhibits proteasome-mediated degradation of A3G but does not inhibit the binding of Vif to A3G. Vif was co-precipitated with hA3G WT, but not with hA3G-D128K (negative control) and hA3G-6M ([Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that hA3G-6M dimerization-deficient mutant does not interact with Vif.

We further evaluated the susceptibility of this dimerization-deficient mutant to Vif-mediated degradation. The percentage of hA3G protein reduction level in the presence and the absence of HIV-1 Vif were evaluated and defined as the Vif-resistance level[@b35]. Consistent with previous reports[@b25][@b26], the majority of hA3G WT was degraded but A3G-D128K was completely resistant to degradation ([Fig. 5a,b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to A3G-D128K, A3G-6M was also resistant to Vif-mediated degradation ([Fig. 5a,b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, any partial mutation of these dimerization-related residues only showed a very minor effect on Vif-resistance ([Fig. 5a,b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that the residues for the dimerization interactions are critical for the Vif--A3G interaction and Vif-mediated degradation of A3G.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we report the high-resolution crystal structure of the N-terminal CD1 domain from rA3G. Similar to hA3G-CD1, rA3G-CD1 forms oligomers, binds to ssDNA/RNA strongly, and is catalytically inactive. A single K128D mutation enables rA3G to be targeted by HIV-1 Vif for proteasomal degradation[@b29] ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, left panel), confirming that hA3G-CD1 and rA3G-CD1 likely share conserved Vif--A3G interface interactions with the exception of D/K128. Previous studies demonstrated that rA3G K128D mutant is capable of inhibiting HIV-1 infection at a similar level as hA3G in living cells[@b29], providing evidence for the conserved antiviral and Vif-interaction features between rA3G and hA3G. Thus, highly conserved biochemical and biological functions between CD1s of human and rhesus A3Gs indicate that the structure of rA3G-CD1 provides adequate ground for structural study of hA3G-CD1.

We also report the co-crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 bound to a poly-dT ssDNA, which provides a molecular view of how APOBEC binds to ssDNA. It has been challenging to crystallize an APOBEC--ssDNA complex, possibly due to the weak interactions between APOBECs and ssDNA substrates; the flexibility of a ssDNA molecule, combined with a preferred (but not mandatory) DNA sequence specificity to degenerative di- or tri-nucleotide motifs for deamination, make stabilizing the protein--substrate complex difficult. In fact, some APOBEC proteins have been proposed to bind ssDNA dynamically so it can act on different regions along the same ssDNA strand[@b9][@b44][@b45]. We found that rA3G-CD1 has relatively strong binding affinity to ssDNA, potentially due to its extensively positively charged surface. A3G has been reported to bind to poly-dT oligonucleotide more efficiently than other oligonucleotides[@b10], which may explain why we were able to obtain the co-crystal with the poly-dT ssDNA after trying different oligonucleotides.

The co-crystal structure shows clear electron density of three nucleotide residues, with the complete density for one dT residue inserted into the Zn-centre, and partial density for the two flanking residues, which form specific bonding interactions with loop-1, 3, 5 and 7. The electron density for the rest of the ssDNA residues is not sufficiently featured to build DNA with confidence, indicating that their interactions with the protein are either not sufficiently strong or not specific. Thus, this observation from the co-crystal structure may reflect the real nature of how rA3G-CD1 (or an APOBEC protein in general) interacts with a ssDNA substrate. The well-defined density for the central dT nucleotide and the backbones of the two flanking residues observed in the Zn-centre pocket indicates that this part of ssDNA is bound tightly with specific bonding interactions, whereas the distal part of the DNA may be mostly making non-specific charge--charge contacts, possibly in a more dynamic manner. This may provide a structural rationalization for the observed processivity of A3G catalysis along ssDNA, which is a property that is mainly mediated through CD1 domain[@b9][@b14][@b15].

The 2 Å crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 indicates that the core structures of both the non-catalytic CD1 and the catalytic domains of A3s are highly conserved, including the Zn-centre conformation ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the core β-strands ([Supplementary Fig. 4a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the N-terminal end of α2 and the orientations of α2--α4 ([Supplementary Fig. 4a,d,e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For comparison, the recently reported NMR structure of A3G-sNTD shows very different conformation of these structural elements ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4a,d,e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b32]. On the basis of this NMR structure, a smaller Zn-centre pocket than A3G-CD2 was proposed to explain the lack of sufficient space for accommodating a nucleotide and thus lack of catalytic activity in A3G-CD1 (ref. [@b32]). However, this small Zn-centre pocket may be due to the short length of loop-3, since the apo structures of the catalytically active A3C and A3F-CD2---both with a similarly short loop-3 length---also show a relatively small Zn-centre pocket[@b46]. The rA3G-CD1 structures here reveal that the volume of the small Zn-centre pocket in the apo structure expands by threefold in the ssDNA complex structure to accommodate the dT residue, which is accomplished through major conformational changes involving loop-1, 3, 5, 7 and the ends of β1 and β2 upon ssDNA binding.

Considering the sizes of thymine and cytosine are similar, the structure of rA3G-CD1 bound to poly-dT may explain the lack of catalytic activity of CD1. Previous studies on the free nucleotide cytidine deaminase suggest that the catalytic activity of a deaminase requires the N3 and C4 amine of the cytidine to envisage to the active centre E67 residue and Zn[@b47]. However, in the co-crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 with poly-dT, the C2 carbonyl group instead points to the E67 and Zn ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and the N3 and C4 of the base are too far away from the E67/Zn for deamination to occur. The residues on loop-1 and loop-3 of rA3G-CD1 are different from those of the active A3 domains, which could be responsible for generating the base orientation that is not suitable for deamination. A co-crystal structure of a catalytically active APOBEC domain with ssDNA will help resolve this intriguing question.

Previous studies proposed several ssDNA-binding models around the Zn-centre of the catalytically active APOBECs[@b15][@b33][@b36][@b38][@b48][@b49][@b50][@b51]. Considering the highly conserved key residues around the Zn-centre pocket between catalytic domains and non-catalytic CD1 domains, it is likely that the interactions between these conserved residues and the ssDNA poly-dT observed in rA3G-CD1 might be similar in other AID/APOBEC proteins. The SWSPC is the signature motif that is exclusively conserved in most of AID/APOBEC but not in other deaminases[@b52] ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, we show that the tryptophan in this motif (in this case, W94 in rA3G-CD1) has a critical role in stacking with the inserted base. The loop-7 residue Y124 acts as a 'molecular switch\' that open/close the Zn-centre pocket upon ssDNA binding. These characteristics are consistent with that the mutations of W94 and Y124 equivalents in other A3s significantly eliminate nucleic acid binding ability and catalytic activity[@b15][@b33][@b36][@b41][@b48]. Recently the crystal structure of A3B-CD2 bound to a free nucleotide dCMP was reported[@b41]. In this structure the dCMP is not bound to the Zn-centre pocket ([Supplementary Fig. 6d](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the location of the bound free dCMP is not near the 5′ or 3′ end of the three nucleotides from the rA3G--CD1--ssDNA co-crystal structure ([Supplementary Fig. 6e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

One of the biologically relevant features of A3G is oligomerization. hA3G is isolated as megadalton high-molecular-mass (HMM) complexes[@b9][@b53]. After RNase A treatment, the HMM can be converted into smaller low-molecular-mass (LMM) complexes[@b9][@b53]. Similar to hA3G, rA3G-CD1 forms HMWt aggregates that can be converted into an LMWt species after removal of nucleic acids by PEI. The LMWt rA3G-CD1 is dimeric, suggesting that the CD1--CD1 dimeric form is capable of aggregating into HMWt complexes through binding to nucleic acids. Although the possibility of CD2--CD2 dimerization of A3G has also been proposed by previous studies[@b54], considering that purified A3G-CD2 alone exists only as a monomeric form[@b33] and does not show strong binding to nucleic acids, the oligomerization of A3G is likely primarily mediated by its CD1 that dimerizes and binds to nucleic acids.

The strong nucleic acid binding ability of rA3G-CD1 could potentially be enhanced by dimer formation through the generation of contiguous positively charged patches. This implies that a longer ssDNA/RNA may bind to both subunits of a CD1 dimer through charge--charge interactions across the positively charged patch 2 surfaces near α6 and loop-7. The R24, W94, Y124 and W127 residues of hA3G-CD1 have been reported to be important for RNA binding and A3G oligomerization[@b13][@b55][@b56]. These four residues from either subunit of the dimer are positioned right near each other along the positively charged patch 2 ([Supplementary Figs 8a,9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A recent study of crosslinking hA3G with DNA/RNA shows that α6 of CD1 is also involved in interacting with nucleic acids[@b57]. The structure of rA3G-CD1 bound to a 10 nt poly-dT reported here suggests that the site-specific interaction within the Zn-centre pocket may also contribute to the overall ssDNA binding. Interestingly, in this co-crystal structure, we observed that in the rA3G-CD1 dimer only one Zn-centre pocket binds to the DNA, whereas the other Zn-centre pocket is DNA free and keeps the same conformation as the apo structure. Although this may be due to spatial constraint by the crystal packing, considering the directionality of the bound ssDNA within the Zn-centre pocket, it is also possible that one ssDNA molecule only binds to one Zn-centre pocket in a rA3G-CD1 dimer.

Vif-mediated degradation is a mechanism for HIV-1 to counteract A3G, and so the A3G--Vif interface is an important therapeutic target for protecting A3G and its anti-HIV activity. Previous studies reported that hA3G mutations on DPD 128--130 are resistant to Vif-mediated degradation[@b25][@b26][@b31]. Switching the charge at D/K128 between human and rhesus A3G determines the species-specific Vif susceptibility, suggesting that the local electrostatic interaction has the key role in A3G--Vif interaction. Recently a study based on patient-derived Vif variants and HIV-forced evolution identified a new hA3G mutant Y125R that is resistant to Vif-mediated degradation and mapped the interactions between Y125, D128, D130 of hA3G and HIV-1 Vif[@b31]. In the crystal structure of rA3G-CD1, Y125, K128 and D130 are in close proximity, forming a compact charged interface around residue 128 ([Supplementary Fig. 8b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The hA3G-CD1 structure model shows similar structural characteristics but with a completely reversed local charge due to the Lys to Asp conversion at residue 128 ([Supplementary Fig. 8c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This structural feature offers a plausible explanation for the previous understanding of the key role D/K128 has in Vif binding by hA3G and rA3G, respectively. The residue F126 is also reported as being important for Vif-mediated degradation as A3G-sNTD is resistant to Vif and mutating F126A back to phenylalanine restores Vif susceptibility[@b32]. However, F126A has not been reported to be Vif-resistant in the study of WT A3G[@b25]. Although the mutated residue F126A in the NMR structure of A3G-sNTD is solvent-exposed, in all other known A3 structures with a WT loop-7, including rA3G-CD1 structures with or without bound to poly-dT, this conserved phenylalanine is relatively found towards the interior of the protein. Thus, F126 of WT A3G is not likely to directly interact with Vif.

In addition to the residues discussed above, several residues located on loop-1, loop-3 and loop-7 of A3G-sNTD were reported to have a role in interacting with HIV-1 Vif[@b32]. A mutagenesis study on WT hA3G identified a similar interface consisting of loop-1, loop-5 and loop-7 residues that are involved with both A3G--Vif binding and A3G--A3G interactions[@b26], suggesting that there may be an association between A3G oligomerization and interaction with Vif. On the basis of the crystal structure of the rA3G-CD1 dimer and further mutational studies, we showed that the CD1--CD1 dimerization may indeed have a critical role in A3G--Vif interaction and Vif-mediated degradation, as hA3G becomes almost 100% resistant to HIV-1 Vif after mutating residues to disrupt the dimerization interface. Interestingly, hA3G carrying partial mutations at this dimer interface is still subjected to degradation, probably because these mutants are not monomeric in a cellular environment and thus are still sensitive to Vif-mediated degradation. Our findings raise a new question regarding to the relationship between A3G dimerization and HIV-1 Vif targeting, which is intriguing for future studies.

In summary, we report the crystal structures of A3G-CD1 from rhesus macaque alone and in complex with a poly-dT ssDNA. Structural comparison between the apo and DNA-bound forms of rA3G-CD1 unravels the ssDNA binding-related conformational changes and the details of interactions between ssDNA and the Zn-centre pocket, which may be highly conserved within the APOBEC/AID family. We have identified a dimerization interface that is important for nucleic acid binding and oligomerization of rA3G-CD1, and demonstrated that this dimerization interface is critical to Vif-binding and Vif-mediated degradation of hA3G. These results would facilitate the further functional study of A3G and the development of anti-HIV strategies by blocking Vif-mediated degradation of A3G.

Methods
=======

Protein expression and purification
-----------------------------------

All APOBEC protein encoding sequences were cloned into a pGEX-6P-1 vector (GE Healthcare) with an N-terminal GST tag and PreScission cleavage site. *E. coli* cells transformed with the plasmids were grown in LB media at 37 °C until the OD~600~ reached 0.6. Cultures were then reduced to 14 °C and induced with 0.2 μM IPTG overnight. The collected bacteria cell pellets were resuspended in buffer A (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT) with 0.1 mg ml^−1^ RNase A (Qiagen) and lysed by a microfluidizer system. After centrifugation, the supernatant of the cell lysates were incubated with glutathione resin (GE Healthcare), and washed with four column volumes of buffer A with 500 mM NaCl, and overnight digestion by PreScission protease in buffer B (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM TCEP). The elution of the cleaved rA3G-CD1 protein was treated with PEI (0.1%) until no more white precipitation formed. After centrifugation, the supernatant was analyzed by Superose 6 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare), and further purified by Fast Flow (GE Healthcare) HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 gel filtration in large-scale. The rA3G-CD1 FWKL and Y124A mutant, hA3G-CD2 and rA3G-CD2 were purified directly by HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 gel filtration (GE Healthcare) without PEI treatment. A hA3F-CD2 construct retaining the GST tag was purified by the same method without PreScission cleavage and used for the deamination assay. Purified protein samples were analyzed by SDS--PAGE, and stained with Coomassie blue.

Protein crystallization and data collection
-------------------------------------------

Purified rA3G-CD1 protein was concentrated to 10 mg ml^−1^. Optimized crystals were obtained by a hanging drop vapor-diffusion method in 0.2 M Na K tartrate, 15% PEG 4000 after one week (CD1-1), and in 1.9 M AmSO~4~, 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 M NDSB-195 after 1  month (CD1-2). For co-crystallization with poly-dT, 10 nt poly-dT synthesized from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) was mixed with protein in a 1.2:1 ratio for crystallization screening. Protein--DNA co-crystals were obtained at 0.1 M Tris pH 8.5, 8% PEG 8000 and further optimized at 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0, 6% PEG 8000. Diffraction data was collected from Advanced Light Source BL-8.2.1 and Advanced Photon Source 19-ID/23-ID.

Structure determination and refinement
--------------------------------------

A complete data set for CD1-1 was collected, indexed, integrated and scaled by the HKL2000 program package. The structure of CD1-1 was determined by molecular replacement (MolRep, CCP4 suite) using A3Fc-CD2 (PDB: 4J4J) as a template. The structure was then refined by PHENIX and rebuilt in COOT. The structure of CD1-2 and the co-crystal structure of CD1--dT~10~ were determined by the same method using CD1-1 as the molecular replacement template. The ssDNA was built manually and verified by omit map. The statistics for diffraction data and structural determination/refinement for all structures are shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.

Structural modelling, comparison and analysis
---------------------------------------------

The structure of hA3G-CD1 was modelled by Phyre2 (ref. [@b58]) with a one-to-one threading method, using the 2 Å structure of rA3G-CD1 (CD1-1) as a template. Surface electrostatic potential of rA3G-CD1 and other A3s was calculated by APBS[@b59]. Structure comparison and crystallographic interfaces were analyzed by PDBeFold[@b60] and PDBePISA[@b61]. Pockets were analyzed and visualized by HOLLOW[@b62].

Multi-angle light scattering (MALS)
-----------------------------------

Experiments were conducted at the University of Southern California NanoBiophysics Core Facility. Purified rA3G-CD1 protein and mutants were subjected to HPLC chromatography (Shodex 802.5) in buffer C (250 mM Na~2~SO~4~, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.5 mM TCEP). The column effluent was passed directly on-line into Dawn Heleos MALS detector (Wyatt Technology) and Optilab rEX refractometer (Wyatt Technology). Data was analyzed by ASTRA 6 software.

Deamination and electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA)
-----------------------------------------------------------

For deamination assays, purified rA3G-CD1, hA3G-CD2 and hA3F-CD2 were incubated with 5′-FAM-labelled 30 nt ssDNA ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 2 U of uracil--DNA glycosylase in the condition of 60 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl (10 μl reaction volume), 37 °C for 3 h. The reaction mixture was then mixed with 10 μl of formamide, 25 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaOH. The reaction products were heat at 97 °C for 10 min, and analyzed by native PAGE.

For EMSA, purified rA3G-CD1, rA3G-CD1 FWKL mutant and hA3G-CD2 inactive mutant (E259Q) were incubated with 5′-FAM-labelled 50 nt ssDNA, 50 nt RNA and 10 nt ssDNA poly-dT ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) on ice in the condition of 60 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl (10 μl reaction volume) for 10 min. The reaction mixture was then mixed with 2 μl of 80% glycerol and analyzed by native PAGE.

ITC assay
---------

ITC experiments were carried out at 25 °C using a MicroCal PEAQ-ITC system (GE Lifescience). Protein samples of rA3G-CD1, FWKL and Y124A mutants in buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5) were filled in the sample cell (280 μl volume) and titrated with ssDNA/RNA substrates (40 μl, synthesized and purified by Integrated DNA Technologies, [Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which were dialyzed (for ssDNA) or dissolved (for RNA) in the same buffer. Protein concentrations were 10 or 25.6 μM for rA3G-CD1, 9.88 μM for FWKL mutant and 4 μM for Y124A, respectively. ssDNA/RNA were at 50--200 μM depending on the saturation points. Enthalpy data was normalized by concentration and processed in MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis software. One set of sites model was used to fit with 10 nt ssDNA/RNA data.

Vif-dependent degradation assay of APOBEC3G
-------------------------------------------

Human A3G WT and mutants were cloned into a pcDNA 3.1(+) vector (Invitrogen) with an N-terminal FLAG tag. pcDNA-HVif was obtained from the NIH AIDS Reagent Program[@b63]. pcDNA-FLAG-A3G WT or mutants were co-transfected with pcDNA-HVif or pcDNA 3.1(+) (negative control) by using X-tremeGENE 9 DNA Transfection Reagent (Roche), into HEK293T cells (ATCC) in 12-well plates. Twenty-four hours after transfection, 16 μM of MG132 (Sigma) or DMSO was added and incubated for another 24 h at 37 °C. Cells were then lysed in 1 × RIPA buffer with 1 × complete protease inhibitors (Roche) and subjected to western blot with anti-FLAG M2 mAb (F3165, Sigma, 1:3,000), anti-GAPDH mAb (GTX627408, GeneTex, 1:5,000) and anti-Vif mAb (\#319, NIH AIDS Reagent Program, 1:2,000). Quantification of Vif-resistance levels was analyzed based on three independent transfection experiments. The original uncropped scans are in [Supplementary Fig. 10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Co-immunoprecipitation assay
----------------------------

Transfections of the FLAG-tagged human A3G WT and A3G-6M mutant were performed with the same protocol as in the degradation assays. Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were treated with 16 μM MG132 for another 24 h. Cells were then lysed in lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, 1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 1% NP-40) with Benzonase nuclease (Sigma) and 1 × complete protease inhibitors (Roche). Cell lysate was incubated with anti-FLAG M2 agarose (Sigma) at 4 °C overnight. Beads were then washed four times with 1 ml wash buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.05% NP-40) before eluting with FLAG elution buffer (wash buffer supplemented with 250 μg ml^−1^ of 3 × FLAG peptide (Sigma)). The eluted proteins were analyzed by western blot with the same antibodies as in Vif-dependent degradation assay. The original uncropped scan is in [Supplementary Fig. 10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data availability
-----------------

Atomic coordinates and structure factors for rA3G-CD1 (CD1-1, CD1-2) and rA3G-CD1--ssDNA complex (CD1--dT~10~) have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) with the accession codes 5K81, 5K82 and 5K83, respectively. All other data are available from the authors on reasonable request.
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![Purification and biochemical characterization of rA3G-CD1.\
(**a**) Phylogenetic tree of A3 domains, with rA3G-CD1 in red. (**b**) Sequence alignments of loop-8 region for rA3G-CD1 (used for crystallization), rA3G-CD1 (WT), hA3G-CD1 (WT), hA3G-CD2 and A3G-sNTD. The four residues in red are the only mutated sequence in the rA3G-CD1 construct. (**c**) Elution profile of rA3G-CD1 analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography (Suprose 6 10/300 GL) before (red) and after (blue) PEI treatment. Inset: SDS--PAGE shows the purified rA3G-CD1 from LMWt that was used for biochemical studies and crystallization. (**d**) Deamination assays of rA3G-CD1, hA3G-CD2, hA3F-CD2 and rA3G-CD2 with a 5′-FAM-labelled 30 nt ssDNA. 17 nt and 15 nt are the products by deamination of the 3rd and 1st C from 5′ end, respectively. (**e**) Electrophoresis mobility shift assays (EMSA) of purified rA3G-CD1 binding to 5′-FAM-labelled 50 nt ssDNA (top panel) and RNA (bottom panel). (**f**) ITC of rA3G-CD1 binding to short 10 nt ssDNA (poly-dT, left panel) and 10 nt RNA (right panel).](ncomms12193-f1){#f1}

![The crystal structure of rA3G-CD1.\
(**a**) Two views of the 2 Å monomer structure of rA3G-CD1, related by 90° rotation. Secondary structure nomenclature is as described previously[@b64]. (**b**) Structural superimposition of rA3G-CD1 (green) with other A3s (grey), with focus on the comparison with the longer loop-3 of Z1 group (right) and the shorter loop-3 of Z2 group (left). Other Z1s refer to A3G-CD2 and A3A (3IQS[@b15]/3IR2 (ref. [@b34]), 4XXO (ref. [@b39])); and other Z2s refer to A3C (3VOW[@b35]) and A3Fc-CD2 (4J4J[@b36]). The A3B-CD2 structure with loop-3 deletion[@b41] is not included. (**c**) The Zn-centre superimposition of rA3G-CD1 (green) with catalytically active hA3G-CD2 (3IQS[@b15], grey). (**d**) The Zn-centre superimposition of rA3G-CD1 (green) with the A3G-sNTD NMR structure (2MZZ[@b32], yellow). (**e**) Surface electrostatic potential of a monomeric rA3G-CD1. The accessible surface area of rA3G-CD1 coloured according to calculated electrostatic potential from −10 *kT*/*e* (red) to 10 *kT*/*e* (blue). Three major positively charged surface patches (patches 1--3) are encircled with yellow dashed lines.](ncomms12193-f2){#f2}

![The co-crystal structure of rA3G-CD1 in complex with a poly-dT ssDNA.\
(**a**) The electron density map (2FoFc, contoured at 1 σ level) for the three nucleotides of the bound poly-dT, which corresponds to one complete dT nucleotide at position 0, the phosphor-backbone/sugar residue at the −1 (5′-end), and the phosphor-backbone at the +1 (3′-end) positions. The amino acid residues important for binding poly-dT are shown in sticks. (**b**) Superimposition of the apo (light blue) and ssDNA co-crystal (green) structures of rA3G-CD1. The nucleotides of the bound ssDNA at the Zn-centre are shown in sticks. Red arrows indicate the major conformational shifts of loop-1/β1 and β2/loop-3 upon DNA binding. (**c**) Detailed bonding interactions between poly-dT and amino acid residues (stick) in the Zn-centre pocket. Zn atom is presented as grey sphere, water molecules as red spheres, hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions as dashed lines. (**d**) A zoom-in view of poly-dT bound to the Zn-centre pocket from **c**. The carbonyl group at C2 (C2--O) of the inserted dT at position 0 is labelled. (**e**) The surface representation of the DNA binding pocket in the apo protein (left) and upon ssDNA binding (right). Y59 (loop-3), W94 (loop-5) and Y124 (loop-7) shown in sticks change conformations markedly to accommodate the inserted dT residue. (**f**) Comparison of the Zn-centre pocket volume of rA3G-CD1 before and after binding to poly-dT ssDNA. Red surfaces represent the DNA binding pockets. Star indicates residue Y124.](ncomms12193-f3){#f3}

![The dimerization of rA3G-CD1.\
(**a**) The rA3G-CD1 dimer is formed through the interactions mediated by α6 and loop-7 (LP7). (**b**) Key residues critically involved in dimerization interface are shown in green sticks. (**c**) The locations of the key residues (green) for the CD1--CD1 dimerization on the surface of rA3G-CD1 (left) and the hA3G-CD1 (middle, modelled by rA3G-CD1 structure). The same orientation for hA3G-CD2 (3IQS[@b15], right) is shown for comparison. The 128--130 KPD/DPD residues involved in Vif and A3G-CD1 interactions are coloured in orange. (**d**) Two views of the surface electrostatic potential of a rA3G-CD1 dimer, showing extensive positive charge (blue) on one side of the dimer. The top panel is the same orientation as in panel-a. The accessible surface is coloured by calculated electrostatic potential from −10 *kT*/*e* (red) to 10 *kT*/*e* (blue).](ncomms12193-f4){#f4}

![Important hA3G residues for HIV-1 Vif-mediated degradation.\
(**a**) Vif-mediated degradation of A3G. MG132 is indicated. Left panel, degradation assay of rA3G K128D, and rA3G-lp8 K128D (containing the loop-8 mutations as in the structure of rA3G-CD1). Right panel, degradation assay of hA3G mutants with different combination of point mutations of the six key residues (F126Y, W127S, K180A, I183A, L184A, I187A) at the dimerization interface, WT and D128K mutants are positive and negative controls, respectively. hA3G-6M refers to F126Y/W127S/K180A/I183A/L184A/I187A. In each case, a representative western blot image (of three independent cell-based assays) was chosen for the figure. (**b**) Quantification of the Vif-mediated degradation assay results of dimerization interface mutants from **a**. The percentage of Vif-resistance was calculated by reduction for the hA3G protein level in the presence versus in the absence of Vif, without addition of MG132. The averaged values (of three independent cell-based assays) with s.e.m. are shown in the bar graph. *P* values by one-way *t*-test of each mutant versus WT were calculated. \*\*\**P*\<0.001. (**c**) Co-immunoprecipitation of hA3G WT, D128K and hA3G-6M with Vif.](ncomms12193-f5){#f5}

###### Data collection and refinement statistics.

                                   CD1--1                CD1--2          CD1--dT~10~
  ------------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
  *Data collection*                                                      
   Space group                    P1 21 1                  P32           P1 21 1
   Cell dimensions                                                        
    *a*, *b*, *c* (Å)        106.2, 81.3, 106.3     152.4, 152.4 79.8    105.7, 83.3, 105.8
    *α*, *β*, *γ* (°)           90, 120, 90            90, 90, 120       90, 120, 90
   Resolution (Å)            50--2 (2.07--2.00)   50--2.90 (2.95--2.90)  50--2.39 (2.48--2.39)
   *R*~sym~ or *R*~merge~        7.4 (58.3)            11.6 (67.7)       7.6 (43)
   *I*/σ*I*                      18.6 (2.5)            29.4 (1.9)        26 (4.2)
   Completeness (%)             97.8 (82.1)            98.8 (85.7)       100 (99.7)
   Redundancy                     4.4 (3)                7 (5.3)         6.9 (5)
                                                                          
  *Refinement*                                                           
   Resolution (Å)               46.03--2.00            42.30--2.91       45.79--2.39
   No. reflections                102,317                44,680          63,261
   *R*~work~/*R*~free~            18.9/22                22.3/25         18.7/25.1
   No. atoms                       10,141                 6,342          9,837
    Protein                        9,493                  6,338          9,454
    Ligand/ion                       6                      4            107
    Water                           642                     0            276
   *B*-factors                     37.50                  90.60          45.40
    Protein                        37.10                  90.60          45.50
    Ligand/ion                     31.50                  84.40          39.90
    Water                          42.10                   NA            41.70
   r.m.s. deviations                                                      
    Bond lengths (Å)               0.011                  0.022          0.009
    Bond angles (°)                 1.34                  1.71           1.17

NA, not applicable; r.m.s., root mean square.

Each structure was determined from a single crystal.

Highest-resolution shell is shown in parentheses.
